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Worship as Community Drama
Introduction to Liturgy Evaluation

P I E R R E  H E G Y foreword by Bruce T. Morrill

Church weddings, funerals, and most Sunday services reflect the values and 
dramas of their communities, even when the ministers are the main or sole actors. 
�is point is illustrated by examples ranging from American television masses to 
the Zairean three-hour services in the Congo. Of greatest interest to readers might 
be the Sunday services at ordinary parishes, which also range from friendly but 
uninspiring to innovative and inviting. �ere are also two exceptionally vital 
churches analyzed here: an evangelical church in the Pentecostal tradition and a 
social justice parish in the tradition of Martin Luther King Jr.
 Today one can hardly buy an item in a store or on the Internet without being 
asked for an evaluation, yet church services are seldom evaluated. �ere can be no 
improvement without evaluation. �is book proposes a method of evaluation in 
eight steps that must be rigorously scientific and at the same time o�er a vision for 
spiritual growth. �e prophet Elijah found God in earthquakes and fire, but most 
people find mystery through art, music, rhythm, chanting, expressive readings, 
evocative rituals, and enlightened homilies. Today people expect “mystagogy” 
rather than routine performances. Mystagogy can be learned and improved 
through evaluation, to which this book desires to make a major contribution.

Pierre Hegy is professor emeritus at Adelphi Univer-
sity in Garden City, NY. He taught for two years in Lima, 
Peru, and one year in Taipei, Taiwan. His main research 
interests are in the sociology of religion and church renewal. 
Most of this research was based on participant observation, 
which led him to investigate worship practices in many local 
churches—the topic of this book. He is also the author of 
Wake Up, Lazarus! On Catholic Renewal, and he is currently 
pursuing evaluation research in homiletics.

“Pierre Hegy brings his wealth of knowledge and wisdom to this insightful sociological analysis of 
worship styles and settings to challenge readers to reform worship in a way that focuses on the 
mystagogical. Hegy calls us all in the church to much needed reform.”

—DAVID VONSCHLICHTEN, Seton Hill University

“Pierre Hegy has produced a book, based on fine-grained sociological research, that every seminary 
professor (and others) should read. . . . Hegy provides the actual workings of liturgy in real parishes, 
in real time, with real people that seminary professors can draw on to illustrate and unpack the 
practical/pastoral dimensions of their teachings. . . . We would all be wise to read it.”

—MICHAEL MCCALLION, Sacred Heart Major Seminary

“While organized Christianity has invested in the community dramas of congregations to maintain 
its ethic, the churches—especially the Roman Catholic Church—have measured success in terms of 
convention and conformance instead, and social scientists have conducted studies in terms of 
attendance and individual orthodoxy. Pierre Hegy measures it in terms of  engaged community 
interaction. His research is sound while extant alternatives are not.”

—ANTHONY J. BLASI, Tennessee State University


